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A Good Judge… 
(an article published by L & T Entertainment, June 2008) 

 

Often times we hear the comment, “so and so, would make a great judge”… The 
more we think about that statement, the more we realize that there may be 
conflicting opinions of the characteristics of a good judge. Therefore, we thought 
that we would reduce to writing, our opinion of a “good judge” and some of the 
qualification we consider when creating a judges panel. 
 
What qualities do we look for, when selecting a judge? 

� Someone with a positive image (image is key… the quality, in terms of 
qualification, image and appearance, will set the tone for a pageant)  

� Someone that has no obvious conflict of interest (any person that may 
have a conflict of interest, such as someone who has competed or plans 
to compete in the current pageant season should not be judging their 
peers) 

� Someone that is not “too close” to a particular group or a particular 
contestant (any person who is good friends with or strong supporters (i.e. 
current promoters of) of a particular contestant should not be used) 

� Someone who is “drama free”(more often than not, someone who is 
involved in drama prior to the pageant, will be involved in drama during 
and after the pageant) 

� Someone who has a professional image and appearance (again, image is 
important in not only “looking” the part but also “acting” the part…) 

� Someone who has been involved in the Miss Gay America pageant 
system (after all who else would have the best interest of the Miss Gay 
America pageant system in mind) 

� Someone who is involved in a particular industry (makeup artist, hair 
designer, gown designer, jewelry designer…but keep in mind that conflict 
of interest should be avoided, such as using a gown designer whereby a 
particular contestant might be wearing one of the designs of that particular 
judge...) 

� Someone who has been a former contestant, including a former Miss Gay 
America titleholder (keeping in mind any current relationships with 
contestants) 

 
What makes a good judge? 

� Knowing well in advance of the contest, the expectations of the panel of 
judges (this to include wardrobe and behavior… it is the responsibility of 
the promoters to communicate judges expectations, well in advance of the 
contest, so as to avoid any unnecessary issues) 

� Having a thorough knowledge of the category descriptions (while this 
information will be reviewed at the Judges Orientation, a thorough pre-
pageant knowledge will ensure the contestants that their preparedness, 
according to category descriptions will be noticed and duly rewarded) 
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� Attending Judges Orientation with a list of several questions to be used in 
Male Interview (while Male Interview questions might change, based on 
contestant biography, judges should know, in advance of the Male 
Interview category, the questions they intend to ask during Interview.) 

� Attending Judges Orientation with a Judging technique in mind (some 
judges prefer to round their scores, some like to score only in odd 
numbers, some like to automatically discount the possible sub-category 
score, then add or subtract from the discounted value, some have a 
certain point deduction for various fopaux (i.e. minus 10 points for run in 
hose, minus 10 points or scuff shoes, minutes 15 points for poor lip sync 
etc.… whatever the technique, use it consistently!) 

� Being fair to all contestants is the most important issue. (a judge with an 
“agenda” will quickly reveal themselves… Judges should judge each 
contestant with the same technique beginning with the first contestant and 
follow the same technique through the last contestant…) 

� Someone who does not reveal to others, the contest they will be judging 
(confidentiality is a crucial part to ensuring a fair contest. Some 
contestants may enter (or not enter) a contest, if they know, who will be on 
the judges panel. Confidentiality is a requirement of this system and 
avoids any pre-pageant impropriety) 

� Not going to a contest, as judge, with expectations of a certain contestant 
(just because one has scored well in past, as we have seen time and time 
again, does not guaranty that the next contest will produce equally good 
results 

� Taking expedient, efficient and effective notes that will produce a 
productive critique session (as timing is an issue at every contest, judges 
should be able to quickly make notes and to score in a manner that will 
not delay the contest… Additionally, notes should be clear (i.e. color of 
gown, talent performed etc.) so that the critique session will be informative 
and the contestant will leave the critique session thinking that the judge 
was highly alert and that the critiques were meaningful) 

� Not being hesitant about critiques (The Critique Session is never a fun 
time, especially for the contestants, but the contestants are owed, whether 
they win or not,  a critique session that will help the contestant to realize 
improvements as an entertainer and as a competitor) 

 
Simply said…any judge who cannot comply with the above requirements will 
likely not perform well as a judge in this system. We will not tolerate any judge 
who is anything less than professional and fair to the contestants.  It is a privilege 
to judge in this system, and judges must be of the highest quality, which will help 
to attract a higher quality of contestants. 
 
From time to time, we (after the fact) discover that someone has judged a contest 
that may have a particular conflict of interest. More often than not,  most who 
judge are going to judge fairly, especially in this system, as the judges know that 
they are being closely monitored by pageant officials (L & T, promoters and the 
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reigning Miss Gay America) however, there are many contestants that blame 
others, rather than blaming themselves,  when they do not win. And it is in this 
instance that problems occur. We make every effort to take-away any reason for 
a contestant to complain as it is our goal for them to see, via constructive 
criticism from the judges, their errors, so as to make their competition package 
stronger. 
 
One of the greatest responsibilities of the reigning Miss  Gay America and State 
Titleholders, is to observe the contest, then review the scores to be sure that no 
particular judge is scoring beyond the norm of the other judges. If a judge is 
thought to have scored out of the norm of the other judges, the Miss Gay 
America and State Titleholder should question the judges, review the Judges 
Worksheet to ensure that scores are appropriate for the critiques noted.  
 
The Miss Gay America pageant system holds the position of judge, in high 
regards. The choice of the panel of judges, as to who will serve as the next 
titleholder is crucial to the next year of the contest therefore judges should be 
prepared and well versed on expectations of a titleholder in this system.  
Because contestants prepare their competition package, according to the 
category descriptions, judges should be likewise prepared to adjudicate, based 
on the predetermined competition criteria. 
 
The Miss Gay America pageant systems prides itself on fair, professional and 
qualified judges who deeply respect the system and feel it to be an honor to 
select the next “Symbol of Excellence”.   This pageant system has an incredible 
heritage of formers that are second to none, and when there are so many men 
who are dedicating their lives to becoming a Miss Gay America titleholder, the 
very least we can do, is to ensure fairness and quality in the panel of judges.  
 
Life to date, there have been approximately 10,000 men who have attempted to 
be the next Miss Gay America and among many things that keep the contestants 
coming back to competition, are the judges. Winning the title of Miss Gay 
America will change the life of those who win, forever, and it is deeply an honor 
to serve the gay community, with such an honor to be called Miss Gay 
America…. So to all those who aspire to judge in this system, we thank you for 
your interest in this pageant system but most importantly thank you in advance 
for your preparedness to be “A Good Judge”… 
 
  
 
  


